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While Dr. Kaloti is heavily invested in his practice and his patients here in the greater Toronto area, part of him has always been drawn to
making a difference in the lives of others who may not have the same dental health resources or opportunities as we do in Canada.
Through his travels, Dr. Kaloti began to realize the reality of the challenges that these people, especially the children, face every day having
no access to proper dental care and oral health education. Through this harsh realization, the Kaloti Foundation was born.
With the Kaloti Foundation, Dr. Kaloti would begin to make a positive impact in the lives of these young children and families, one smile at a
time. The fundamentals of oral health care are something everyone should have access to. No smile should be neglected.
After his Haiti mission, Dr. Kaloti wrote:
Just got back from my week long trip in Haiti. It's true, the destruction is beyond compare. As soon as you step foot off the plane, you are
ushered into a little make-shift corridor that replaces the old airport terminal that was completely rendered unsafe and for demolition by the
earthquakes last year. The irony is that, at the end of that long and narrow corridor, you are greeted by a loud and cheerful musical trio with
warm welcoming smiles, bright colors, drums and guitars... a true testament to the resilience and courage of the Haitian people!
With 1.5 million people left homeless to date, there is much work yet to be done... but we tried to stay focused on our mission and improve
the oral health for as many kids as possible. We came armed with 4 luggage bags full of dental kits, educational material, toys but it wasn’t
enough.
This will surely be one of many missions to improve the oral health of children and adults who don’t have access to quality dental care or
oral health education.
Let’s change the world, one smile at a time.
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To learn more about the Kaloti Foundation, contact the Smile Stylist today at: (905) 849-0558
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Dr. Hisham Kaloti is a dental artist who relies on conservative procedure to
enhance the Health, Function, Beauty and Rejuvenation of smiles.
His expertise in blending the science of dentistry with his artistic ability allows him to create natural
appearing smiles on hundreds of people from all over the world so they can look and feel their best.
A graduate of the University of Michigan School of Dentistry. He is also a Fellow and member of the
International Congress Of Oral Implantologist, and a member of the American Academy of Cosmetic
Dentistry. Dr. Kaloti was the founder and served as the Chief Operating Officer of Dental Reflections,
a dental chain with locations throughout the Midwest and is now
located in Toronto.

Before & After

smilestylist
Book your complimentary consultation

TheSmileStylist.ca
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Composite Bonding

Composite resin bonding can be a fast,

If severe dental problems are causing you

minimally invasive and inexpensive option

discomfort, you may be a good

for the beautiful smile you’re looking for.

candidate for a full mouth reconstruction.

Porcelain Veneers

Gum Lift Procedures

Porcelain veneers are thin pieces of

A cosmetic dental procedure that raises

porcelain used to recreate the natural

and sculpts the gum line. This procedure

look of teeth, while also providing strength

may involve reshaping the tissue and/or

and resilience.

underlying bones.

Invisible Braces
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Full Mouth Restoration

All Ceramic Crowns

ClearCorrect is an orthodontic alternative

The biggest advantage of having

to braces, designed to straighten crooked

porcelain (all-ceramic) dental crowns

teeth. A series of custom ClearCorrect

placed is that they create an exceedingly

aligners.

life-like end result.

A Smile for the 21st Century
Modern Cosmetic Dentistry and the advent of new
materials and techniques have transformed the way
people think about their smiles and each other. Smiles
convey warmth, confidence, social status and career
success. Best of all, smiles help you feel good about
yourself.

Today you can trust your smile to a new brand of
cosmetic dentist - an artist who understands exactly
what you want in a smile, why you wear it as your
most important accessory, and how to protect it
through the ages. As one of this regions' most
celebrated cosmetic dentists, Dr. Kaloti gives you the
warmth, experience, and passion that you want and
deserve in a good cosmetic dentist.

Nothing compares to a confident attractive smile. It's
there when you laugh, when you greet, say thank
you, or express a happy thought. Your smile is your
most important social bonding gesture, and your most
important professional announcement - it tells others
who you are. In short, your smile sells you!
Give your smile that Picture Perfect look of
confidence, beauty and health - because when you
feel good about yourself, people are naturally
attracted to that!

Give your smile that Picture Perfect look of...
Confidence, Beauty and Health!

smilestylist
thesmilestylist.ca
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Virtual Smile Makeover
Wondering what a life changing makeover would look like?
Well, wonder no longer. Simply submit a picture of you smiling
and showing your teeth and within 48 hours you’ll receive your
very own virtual makeover.

1. Go to TheSmileStylist.ca
2. Click on Virtual Smile Makeover
3. Submit your picture

SMILE MAKEOVER COMPLETE
from

$99

/month

Based on 60 month financing & approved credit.

GET THE SMILE OF YOUR DREAMS

Porcelain Veneers

Porcelain Veneers

Composite Bonding

Full Mouth Restoration

Full Mouth Restoration

Gum Lift Procedure

For more before and After photos visit TheSmileStylist.ca
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How Can I Achieve a Celebrity Smile?
Our Smile Stylist Considers These Three Things
The truth is, anyone can light up a room and turn heads with an attractive smile. A
perfect smile truly emanates confidence and success (it’s been proven time and time
again)! But with that said, there are certain components that all beautiful smiles have
in common.
Let’s talk about the three top components that determine how
attractive a smile is:
1. Tooth Positioning
Balance is a key component of a beautiful smile… that, and symmetry.
The positioning of your teeth have a lot to do with how attractive your
smile is to others. Are your teeth straight, or crooked? Is the midline
(where your two front teeth meet) in alignment with the center of your
face, or is it off-center? Are there any spaces or gaps between your
teeth, or are any of your teeth crowded or overlapping one another?
Our cosmetic dentist in Toronto stresses that, if the positioning of your
teeth are anything less than ideal, this can be keeping you from
achieving smile perfection.
2. Gums
When you smile, how much of your gums show? A person can be
considered to have a “gummy smile” when there is a noticeable amount
of gum tissue that shows above the top teeth when they smile (typically
anything over 3mm of gum).

Celebrities with gummy smiles include:

It’s also important to ensure that your gums are healthy, because this will show in your smile. Healthy gums appear
pink in colour (not red) and are often lightly stippled in texture. If your gums are in an unhealthy state, your gums will
show this. Gums that are receded or that have pulled away from the teeth also contribute to an unsightly appearance
– so if you’ve experienced this oral issue, a gum grafting procedure will help to restore the appearance and health of
your gums.
3. Shade/Colour
What is it that’s so attractive about a bright, white smile? Well, white teeth indicate great health and oral hygiene. A
smile that is dull, yellow or non-uniform in colour can appear rather unpleasing to the eye. The teeth should appear
consistent in shade, and should be white and vibrant to reveal optimal health and attractiveness.
Well, there you have it! These are the most important aspects of a perfect smile. How does your smile measure up in
all three categories?
If you’re ready to dramatically transform your teeth into the perfect smile you’ve always dreamed of… Dr. Kaloti is
your guy! Contact our Smile Stylist today to schedule a consultation.

Is Your Smile Compromising Your Online Dating Life?
Why your teeth are #1 when it comes to the game of love…
When it comes to attracting and pursuing a potential mate–especially when dating
online–your smile has a much bigger impact on your success than you might think.
In fact, when it comes to judging a potential date, a Match.com survey found that 71% of
women place a person’s smile as the most important feature, while this renders true for
58% percent of men. This means that a person’s smile is the NUMBER ONE deal maker
(or breaker) for most people.
Seriously… compared to other features, a smile gets a ton of consideration
and can play a fundamental role in helping you find love. But why is that so?
We’ll tell you why!
Here are 4 reasons why an attractive smile is the best thing you can wear
on a first date (not to mention, lead with on your dating profile):
1. Your smile can make or break a first impression
What’s your first impression of a person with a brilliant smile? In another
study, almost one-third of participants said that the first thing they notice about
a person is their teeth, and most of them note that this is also the feature that
they’ll remember most about them after meeting… not the clothes they’re
wearing, not even their scent. And with that said, it’s been proven time and
time again that a person with a straight, white smile is likely to be perceived as
confident, happy and successful. Who doesn’t want to date someone with
those qualities?
Oh, not to mention… another study found that 73% of a group would be more
likely to trust a person with a great smile compared to someone with a good
career, car, or outfit. (And what’s love without trust)?
2. Your smile is a strong indicator of your general health and hygiene
habits
A smile can tell a story about a person’s health and how they take care of
themselves. When a person looks after their smile, it shows in its appearance.
However, certain traits such as discoloured or yellowed teeth can indicate
poor oral hygiene, when in fact it’s simply the person’s diet that has stained
their smile. Alternatively, a crooked smile or incorrect bite can indicate
improper development. Luckily, there are many ways to address these
cosmetic problems, and our cosmetic dentist in Toronto knows best.
3.A confident smile says, “I’m interested!”
There’s nothing that says “I’m digging you” like a confident smile. A beautiful
grin inspires good vibes on your date and can influence your date to smile, too
(smiles are contagious, but a perfect smile can really work some magic)! In
fact, scientists have discovered that humans actually need to make a
conscious effort not to smile when they’re witnessing another person doing so.
4. A great smile makes you more attractive
An unattractive or unsightly smile can have a hugely negative impact on a
person’s overall appearance. A bad smile can turn off a potential lover or
dating prospect in the snap of a finger. However, an attractive smile can do so
much more for a person’s looks, and can really help you to stand out among
the crowd of other eligible bachelors and bachelorettes.
What have your teeth been doing for your online/dating life? If you feel like it’s
time to perfect your smile, our Smile Stylist is your guy. Call us today to
schedule a consultation
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"Thanks to you I got so many compliments on my smile." - Gretchen Rossi, The Housewives of Orange Countty
"Now I know why they call you Dentist to the Stars!" - Peta Murgatroyd, Dancing with the Stars
"I wouldn't go to anyone else!" - Kat Callaghan, Z 103.5 Toronto

“Had my whole mouth redone with crowns for the old fillings and and implants for the missing teeth. Dr.Kaloti,
Stephanie and Penny were amazing! They pretty much held my hand through the whole thing! For a big
chicken like me, I felt like I couldn't be in better hands ." - Suzie
“It's such a relief to actually look forward to going to the dentist! Dr. Kaloti sincerely cares about his patients
and wants to make sure they are happy with everything about their smile. You can really feel the passion
he has for dentistry! Honestly, I drive out of my home city to see him, because I won't go to anyone else.."
- kc1028

- Rated 4.9 out of 5 on Realself.com
Visit TheSmileStylist.ca to book your FREE Consulation Today
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Four Ways a Smile Makeover Can Change Your Life
What are you missing out on?
People who have transformed their smiles with a smile makeover notice just how
dramatically their lives have changed after their procedure. A great smile not only
enhances a person's look, but it also has the power to open you up to new and
exciting life experiences.
Here are four ways that a stunning smile can change your life:
1. It can make you more likeable, and attract more friends.
A person who is confident in their smile is more likely to smile more…
and it's been proven time and time again that we're naturally drawn to
smiley people. Smiles are inviting and evolutionarily contagious… so by
wearing a confident smile, your circle of friends is bound to grow bigger
and bigger! Oh, and like we mentioned in our last blog, almost three
quarters of a group studied considered themselves more likely to trust
someone with a nice smile compared to a nice outfit, job, or vehicle…
so a confident smile just may be the most important asset you own.
2. It can give you the confidence you've always dreamed of.
Having a picture-perfect smile can truly boost a person's self-esteem
by a ton… and our Toronto cosmetic dentist has seen it time and time
again. When a person feels good about how they look, it automatically
shows in their demeanor. Confident people are viewed as more
successful, which leads us to our next point…

3. It can open you up to more success.
It's a proven fact: people with better smiles are more successful. They
get hired at a much more frequent rate, and are more likely to excel in
their careers compared to people with crooked or unsightly smiles.
What has your smile done for your professional life?
4. Those double takes? Yeah, they weren't for your friend.
A perfect smile can light up a face like nothing else, and this is sure to get you the right kind of attention. A smile has such
a huge influence on a person's beauty or attractiveness… why not look the best you can with a life-changing smile
makeover?
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Smile Design Quiz
Your honest answers to these questions will indicate
whether you are a candidate for cosmetic dentistry.
Modern dental techniques combined with expert dental
artistry can resolve these problems and give you a boost
in confidence and appearance that is life-changing.

1. Do you truly like the appearance of your teeth and
your smile?
2. Do you feel confident when you smile? Do you worry
what others think about you because of your smile?
3. Does your smile hold you back socially or does it
affect your career?
4. Are you embarrassed to smile? Do you hide or cover
your smile? Do you smile easily in pictures?
5. If you had a magic wand what would you change
about your teeth or smile?
6. Are your teeth aligned straight or are they crooked?
7. Does your smile have spaces or gaps that you don't
like?
8. Do you like the color of your teeth? Do you wish they
were whiter?
9. Do you like the way your teeth and smile are shaped?
10. Do you have dark fillings that show when you smile?
11. Are the biting edges of your teeth wearing away
causing you to look older with a worn-down smile?
12. Are back chewing teeth missing which cause a
collapsed bite and an aged look on your face?

smilestylist
thesmilestylist.ca
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SMILE MAKEOVER COMPLETE
from

$99

/month

Based on 60 month financing & approved credit.

Get Your FREE Virtual Smile Makeover

Submit your smile at TheSmileStylist.ca

